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• Abstract (300 words):
  Dutch best practices of sustainability citizens initiative projects in Amsterdam and Rotterdam show that making cities sustainable not only depends on the technological and regulation developments. The mobilization of the people involved is the crucial factor. Without the support and initiatives of citizens most technology for sustainability driven implementations become food-loose.

  The focus of citizens comparing to that of the professionals from municipalities, regional and national government and related organizations like energy producing entities and housing authorities though differs in time-horizon and area-bound scale. Citizens their priorities by taking initiative do lay in the nearby living-area heading for results on short notice what differs from the focus of these professionals. That hampers citizens initiative support and citizen-initiatives results. Still in the Netherlands citizens do create growing numbers of initiatives in the fields of liveability, care-giving and sustainability nature nowadays.

  Circularty the coming deepening step into the Paris climate agreement (2016) does needs the success and enthusiasm of these citizen sustainability initiatives because circularity is even more strongly behaviour coupled. Citizens initiatives though show to be dependent on front running starting up citizens, a group based business case and clear targets. Green initiatives are the ideal initiatives for citizens to have their first experiences. Secondly comfortable local regulations and the support from municipality and government related professionals like en-
ergy producing entities, welfare and care organizations and local housing authorities seems to be important too. Making results out of these initiatives is not only in the hands of citizens.

These are the results of my PhD (2014) and advanced research of recent dates for the congresses of SBE16 Utrecht, WSBE17 Hong Kong, IASS17 Utrecht and coming City18+ Cambridge. Results that I nowadays as an ambassador of TU Delft Urbanist department may present to citizens, professionals and students to stimulate their working together on making cities more sustainable and ready for the coming future.

Prolonging this quest much can be learned by comparing twin cities results because these have the cultural and physical circumstances in common only economically there differ mostly. Special for the Abu Dhabi APMS ‘Urban Future’ conference the flourishing of citizen initiatives in the Dutch twin cities Amsterdam and Rotterdam will be compared and presented. All the essences of the conference as community sustainability responsibility, social resilient behaviour in relation to housing, city development and urbanization will be touched.
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The resilience of citizens has always been my concern. The questions are how can citizens overcome the social stress of cities, help each other to take advancement of labor opportunities, how can they give foundation for sustainable cities and seek societal responsibility. That drives me into research, into workshops and lectures to involve other into this important topic of nowadays. My personal base for this interest has grown during my working period as an urbanist in sustainable city development for government and into social housing management (1985-2005). Originally I am a civil engineer and was invited to create my PhD at the Architecture department both at Delft University of Technology (2006-2014). My MBA and post MBA years I studied at Dutch Erasmus University and IMD Lausanne learning how to reach targets with others. That made me the researcher and ambassador that I am today, related to Delft University of Technology and the The Hague University of Applied Science. I try to prove that starting a scientific carrier doesn’t matter age. I was asked to start my PhD at fifty and since I defended my dissertation in 2014 I visited several congresses, started-up publishing on the new topic of citizen resilience and mobilization, and visited universities in Europe, the Russian hemisphere and in Asia.
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It’s a great privilege to be one of the researchers that can work in the frontlines of this topic giving my contribution to the resilience of sustainable urbanization. The opportunity giving me on older age by the high ranked Delft University of Technology makes me very grateful and stimulates me into research of the newest factors of importance. Factors like citizen initiative catalysts, resistant behaviour of professionals, group dynamics including social cohesion, the importance of front running people, the influence of pride feelings and green initiatives. The whole of research could be mentioned citizen mobilization.
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